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Notice of Decision 
La Center Sewer Line:  

East Fork of the Lewis River Bridge # 2017-003 (SMP)  
Substantial Development Permit, Conditional Use and Administrative Interpretation 

 

Fact Sheet 
 
PROPOSAL: Install an 8-inch sanitary sewer force main to the underside of the La Center 

Bridge and connect at either end to a previously installed 8-inch sanitary sewer 
force main. Install a 2-inch PVC conduit for fiber optic use alongside of the La 
Center Bridge. 

 
LOCATION: No situs, no tax lot number, public right-of-way, Record of Survey Clark County 

Book 45, Page 197, N ½ of Section 3, T4N R1E, WM.  
 
PROPONENT: City of La Center, Public Works Department, 305 N Pacific Highway, La Center, 

WA 98649; Contact: Anthony Cooper, (360) 263-7665 
 
REVIEW REQUIRED: Shoreline Master Program: Substantial Development Permit, Conditional Use 

and Critical Area Review 
 
PUBLIC NOTICE: Published in the Newspaper of Record, mailed and posted in the usual and 

customary manner on February 16, 2017. Public Comment period ended on 
March 16, 2017. 

 
SEPA: DNS issued October 26, 2016, SEPA # 201605816; WDOE comment November 9, 

2016  
 
ADMINISTRATOR: Eric Eisemann, La Center Planning Consultant; c/o E2 Land Use Planning Services, 

LLC 215 W 4th St. #201, Vancouver, WA 98660; 
360.750.0038, e.eisemann@e2landuse.com  

 
DECISION: Approved 
 
DATE: March 29, 2017 
 
APPEAL: 21 days from date of filing. 
  

mailto:e.eisemann@e2landuse.com
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1. Proposal 
1.1. Project Description 
When proposed development activity is located wholly or in part within the shoreline area for the East 
Fork Lewis River, a Shoreline of Statewide Significance, the proposal is subject to review under La Center 
Shoreline Master Program (SMP).   
 
The city of La Center owns and operates a municipal sewer utility and roadway network. Consistent with 
the La Center 2016-2036 Comprehensive Plan, the city must provide sanitary sewer service to lands 
within in its corporate limits which extend upland from both side of the East Fork of the Lewis River 
(River).  The entire project consists of extending a sanitary sewer collection system along La Center Road 
from the publicly operated treatment works to the westerly city boundary at the eastern edge of the I-5 
right-of-way. The work consists of constructing two parallel sewer pipes in La Center Road to serve 
development and connections along La Center Road. The city will construct a 12-inch diameter gravity 
sewer from the western city limits a new lift station on the south side of La Center Road in the right-of-
way above McCormick Creek.  One 6-inch diameter and one 8-inch diameter force main will be 
constructed from the new pump station to an existing manhole adjacent to the Waste Water Treatment 
Plan just east of the La Center Bridge. The project will take place within prior-disturbed City right-of-way. 

1.2. Shoreline Jurisdiction  
The East Fork of the Lewis River is a shoreline of statewide significance. The project site lies within 
shoreline jurisdiction, defined as all shorelands 200 feet landward of the river’s ordinary high water 
mark (OHWM), and floodways and contiguous floodplains associated with the river.  
 
Within the project area the shoreline zones are described in Table 1 and portrayed in Figure 1: 
 

 

Project Area Pacific Highway right-
of-way 

La Center Bridge 

Aquatic Zone (AQ) - 
Blue 

- X 

Urban Conservancy 
(UC) - Brown 

X - 

 

FIGURE 1 TABLE 1 
 
The sanitary sewer line will be located underground within the SMP Urban Conservancy (UC) zone on 
either side of the La Center Bridge and will be suspended under the La Center Bridge over the East Fork 
of the Lewis River, an SMP Aquatic (AC) zone. The project will disturb paved public right-of-way within 
the UC zone and will not disturb the Aquatic zone. The fiber optic cable will be installed in the right-of-
way, alongside of the bridge abutments through the UC zone, and attached to the bridge over the AQ 
zone.  
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Section V(C) of the city’s SMP provides that critical areas located within shoreline jurisdiction are 
regulated by the city’s SMP. Critical areas on the site within shoreline jurisdiction include fish and 
wildlife habitat conservation areas regulated and frequently flooded areas. (LCMC 18.300S.090.) These 
critical areas are discussed below. Wetlands are not present in the project area.  

1.3. Project Details 
In brief, the proposed development activity includes: 
• Installation of an 8-inch sanitary sewer force main to the underside of the La Center Bridge and its 

connection at either end to a previously installed 8-inch sanitary sewer force main. 
• Underground installation of a 2-inch PVC conduit from an existing junction box approximately 375’ 

south of the south side of the La Center Bridge, its aboveground connection/mounting to the east 
side of the bridge, and underground installation on the north side of the bridge to an existing 
junction box.  The conduit will be for future fiber optic use. 

 
The sanitary sewer line will be connected to the underside of the La Center Bridge deck slab by hangers 
with rollers (allowing the pipe to be rolled and threaded through from one section of the bridge to the 
other from one end to the other) at approximately six (6) feet on center.  (See Photo Sheet 1, Bridge 
Locations.) Vehicular access exists to both the north and south sides of the bridge.   
 
For the portion of the bridge not over the River, a “cherry picker” will be used to install both the sewer 
pipe and hangers.   
 
For the portion of the bridge over the River, the hangers and sewer pipe will be installed using a 
movable frame supported on the lower “I” beam flanges of the horizontal girder.  The frame will include 
a cover to catch any debris that should fall during installation of the hangers and sewer pipe.  Blockouts 
to allow the sewer line to penetrate the concrete pier caps and cross girders of the bridge were 
previously installed with the bridge construction to allow the sanitary sewer line to be extended.  This 
will visually screen and protect the sewer line to the greatest extent practical.  Impacts to the existing 
vehicular areas on both sides of the River to accommodate the “cherry picker” and other associated 
equipment is expected to be negligible Dust or minor debris resulting from connecting the hangers to 
the underside of the bridge will be collected in the “cherry picker” and movable frame.   
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PHOTO SHEET 1 BRIDGE LOCATIONS 
 
The fiber optic line conduit will be extended from the existing junction box south of the bridge in a ditch 
dug with a “ditch witch” up to the bridge abutment.  The conduit will be day-lighted and connected to 
the bridge abutment on the south side via conduit mounts. The conduit will run along the bottom 
exterior wing (“I” beam flange) of the easternmost longitudinal girder by hanger mounts installed into 
the concrete at approximately six (6) feet on center from a vehicle located on the bridge.  Placing the 
conduit on top of the bottom exterior wing (“I” beam flange) of the external longitudinal girder will 
visually screen the conduit to the greatest extent practical.  On the south side of the bridge, the conduit 
will be connected to the bridge abutment and extended underground where it will be installed into a 
trench up to a junction box located outside of the shoreline area. Construction generated debris from 
connecting the conduit to the longitudinal girder will be collected via a collection device (sling, tarp, etc.) 
located under each work area. (See, Photo Sheet 2 Conduit Locations) 
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PHOTO SHEET 2 CONDUIT LOCATIONS 
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1.4 Permits Required 

1.4.1. Administrative Authority and Responsibility 
 
Shoreline Administrator. The Shoreline Administrator shall have the authority to act upon the following 
matters: 
a. Interpretation, enforcement, and administration of the City’s Shoreline Master Program as prescribed 
in this title; 
b. Applications for Shoreline Management Substantial Development Permits; 
c. Applications for Shoreline Conditional Use Permits;…. 

Discussion 
The Shoreline Administrator has reviewed the proposed development activity within the shorelands and 
prepared this Notice of Decision (NOD). 

1.4.2. Conditional Use  
The proposed sanitary sewer trunk line and fiber optic line are utility uses. Both utility uses will be 
installed perpendicular to the shore of the East Fork of the Lewis River; it is the only way to cross a river.   
SMP Table 6-1 describes whether utilities are permitted or conditional uses in the UC and AQ shoreline 
zones.  
 

 

 
 
Underground utilities perpendicular to the shoreline are conditional uses in the UC zone.  Therefore, the 
sanitary sewer line and fiber optic cable buried under the Pacific Highway which runs perpendicular to 
the shoreline are conditional uses in the UC zone.  
 
Crossing the East Fork, an AC zone, presents a challenge under Table 6-1. In the AC zone above-ground 
parallel to the shore and underground utilities perpendicular to the shore are conditional uses.  In the 
AC zone the sanitary sewer line and fiber optic cable will be attached to and suspended over the river. If 
the sewer line and fiber optic cable were to cross the river underground they would be classified as 
conditional uses. Both utilities will be suspended over the river consistent with the 2001 design, 
approval and construction of the bridge. 
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Both utilities will cross over the East Fork of the Lewis River, a riparian area. Therefore, critical area 
approval is also required as well as a shoreline Substantial Development Permit (SDDP). 
 
The city, exercising its authority under the SMP has made an administrative interpretation and 
determined that the utilities perpendicular to the river and suspended from the bridge are conditional 
uses.  (See, Section 2, Administrative Interpretation.) 

2. Administrative Interpretation 
2.1 Background 
As discussed in Section 1, the sanitary sewer line will be located underground within the SMP Urban 
Conservancy (UC) zone on either side of the La Center Bridge and will be suspended under the La Center 
Bridge over the East Fork of the Lewis River, an SMP Aquatic (AC) zone. The project will disturb public 
right-of-way within the UC zone will not disturb the Aquatic zone.  
 
The proposed sanitary sewer trunk line and fiber optic line are utility uses. Both utility uses will be 
installed perpendicular to the shore of the East Fork of the Lewis River consistent with the 2001 design, 
approval and construction of the bridge. 
 
Crossing the River, an AC zone, presents a challenge under Table 6-1. In the AC zone above-ground 
parallel to the shore and underground utilities perpendicular to the shore are conditional uses.  In the 
AC zone the sanitary sewer line and fiber optic cable will be attached to and suspended over the East 
Fork. If the sewer line and fiber optic cable were to cross the river underground they would be classified 
as conditional uses.  

2.2 Authority 
The SMP Administrator has the authority to interpret the SMP. (SMP VII.B.1.a.) Therefore, the SMP 
Administrator has the authority to determine whether the proposed use “is consistent with the purpose 
of the shoreline designation and compatible with existing shoreline improvements or that extraordinary 
circumstances preclude reasonable use of the property.” However, as part of the interpretation process, 
“Administrative interpretations shall be made in consultation with WDOE to insure that any formal 
written interpretations are consistent with the purpose and intent of RCW 90.58 and the applicable 
guidelines.” (SMP VII.B.1.) The La Center SMP and RECW 98.50 do not define the term consultation and 
do not prescribe a specific consultation process.  
 
La Center’s designated SMP Administrator from December 2012 through the present is their consulting 
land use planner, Eric Eisemann, J.D., E2 Land Use Planning Services, LLC.  Mr. Eisemann initiated 
consultation with the Department of Ecology relating to these two unclassified uses in December 2016. 
The consultation process included multiple emails and a site visit by Rebecca Rothwell on January 31, 
2017. WDOE provided written comments in an email to the SMP Administrator on March 29, 2017. 1  
This report and decision reflects the result of the required consultation. 

2.3 Analysis 
The La Center SMP, Section K identifies a goal and policies applicable to utilities. The goal and policies 
applicable to this project include: 

                                                      
1 Emails between Eric Eisemann Rebecca Rothwell and Kim Van Zwalenburg (Washington Department of Ecology), dated 
December 10, 2016, December 12, 2016, March 3, 2017, March 15, 2017 and March 29, 2017. 
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1. Goal. The goal for transportation, utilities, and essential public facilities is to provide for these 
facilities in shoreline areas without adverse effects on existing shoreline use and development or 
shoreline ecological functions and/or processes. 

Discussion 
The proposed utility project will be located underground within a paved right-of-way on either side of 
the bridge. The utility will be suspended under the existing La Center Bridge, which was designed, 
permitted and built with the intent of suspending a future sewer line under the bridge. Consequently, 
there will be no adverse effects on existing shoreline use and development or shoreline ecological 
functions and/or processes. 
 
2. Policies 

a. Transportation, utilities, and essential public facilities should be located outside the shoreline 
jurisdiction to the maximum extent possible to reduce interference with natural shoreline functions 
and appropriate shoreline uses. 
e. Local utility and transportation corridors should be located to avoid creating barriers between 
adjacent uplands and the shoreline and to harmonize with the topography and other natural 
characteristics of the shoreline. 
h. Utilities and transportation facilities should be installed and facilities designed and located in a 
coordinated manner that protects the shorelands and water from contamination and degradation. 
i. The siting of essential public facilities in the shoreline jurisdiction should be discouraged unless 
no practical alternatives exist. 

Discussion 
The city of La Center is located on both sides of the East Fork of the Lewis River. The wastewater 
treatment plant (WTP) is located on the north side of the river.  No practical alternative exists for the 
city of La Center to extend sewer service to the south side of the river without crossing the river. The 
sewer line and fiber optic cable will be buried under the paved right-of-way and suspended over the 
River on an existing bridge thereby harmonize topography and shoreline characteristics. In addition, the 
location of the lines underground and over the River will protect the shorelands and water from 
contamination. 
 
The La Center SMP, Section I, Views and Aesthetics, identifies a goal and policies applicable to utilities. 
The goal and policies applicable to this project include: 
1. Visual access shall be maintained, enhanced, and preserved on shoreline street-ends, public utility 
rights-of-way above and below the ordinary high water mark and view corridors whenever appropriate. 

Discussion 
Locating the utilities underground and under the existing bridge will help maintain visual access of the 
shorelands. 
 
Chapter VI, Specific Use Regulations, provides guidance and requirements which may relate to utilities. 
Applicable standards include: 
11.e. Transportation and utility facilities shall be required to make joint use of rights-of-way and to 
consolidate crossing of water bodies where feasible. 

Discussion 
The utilities will be located within an existing right-of-way thereby consolidating crossing of the river. 
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12. Utilities Uses. These provisions apply to services and facilities that produce, convey, store, or process 
power, gas, wastewater, communications, and similar services and functions. On-site utility features 
serving a primary use, such as a water, sewer or gas line to a residence or other approved use are 
accessory utilities and shall be considered a part of the primary use. 

a. Utility facilities shall be located outside shoreline jurisdiction whenever feasible. Where 
distribution and transmission lines (except electrical transmission lines) must be located in the 
shoreline jurisdiction they shall be located underground. Where overhead electrical transmission 
lines must parallel the shoreline, they shall be outside of the two hundred (200) foot shoreline 
environment unless topography or safety factors would make it unfeasible. 
b. Utilities shall be designed, located and installed in such a way as to minimize impacts to scenic 
views, and minimize conflicts with present and planned land and shoreline uses. 
c. Transmission, distribution, and conveyance facilities shall be located in existing rights-of-way 
and corridors, or shall cross shoreline jurisdictional areas by the shortest, most direct route feasible, 
unless such route would cause significant environmental damage. 
d. Utility production and processing facilities…. 

Discussion 
The sanitary sewer line and fiber optic cable are utilities.  The East Fork of the Lewis River divides the 
city of La Center.  No practical alternative exists for La Center to provide sanitary sewer service to land 
within the city’s jurisdiction south of the river without crossing the river. Options for crossing include 
boring under the river bed or crossing over the river. In 2001 the La Center Bridge was designed, 
permitted and constructed over the East Fork, replacing an earlier bridge.  The new bridge was 
constructed not only as a transportation facility but also as a structure to convey a sanitary sewer line 
across the River.  
 
The proposed sanitary sewer line and fiber optic cable will be buried under the existing Pacific Highway 
right-of-way and pavement and will be suspended under the bridge thereby minimizing impacts to 
scenic views. Using the pre-existing bridge to convey the utilities is a shorter more direct way to cross 
shorelands than is boring under the river bed.  

Conclusion 
The La Center SMP requires transmission lines to: 

• Be within in rights-of-way, 
• Cross shoreline jurisdiction in the shortest path possible, and 
• Do the least amount of environmental damage. 

 
Therefore, hanging utilities from a pre-existing bridge over the AC shoreline zone will have fewer 
environmental impacts than boring under the river bed. Consequently, the SMP Administrator finds the 
proposal satisfies the language and intent of the La Center SMP and may be reviewed as a conditional 
use.  

3. Shoreline Substantial Development Permit 
3.1 Request 
A shoreline substantial development permit (SSDP) is required for all non-exempt development within 
the shoreline jurisdiction. The project does not qualify as exempt under WAC 173-27-040 or Section II.C 
of the SMP. No Prohibited Uses are proposed. The project is not requesting a variance from the SMP 
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3.2. SMP Goals and Policies  

SMP II.B.  Shorelines of Statewide Significance 

Designated shorelines of statewide significance (SSWS) are of value to the entire state as are other 
water bodies meeting the definition of shorelines of the state. The East Fork of the Lewis River, along 
with its associated shorelands is designated as a shoreline of statewide significance. Its location 
along the southwest boundary of the current city limits and other shorelines of the state requires the 
preparation of this master program. In accordance with RCW 90.58.020, SSWS will be managed as 
follows: 

1. Goal. Preference shall be given to the uses that are consistent with the statewide interest in 
such shorelines.  These are uses that: 

a. Recognize and protect the statewide interest over local interest; 

b. Preserve the natural character of the shoreline; 

c. Result in long term over short term benefit; 

d. Protect the resources and ecological function of the shoreline; 

e. Increase public access to publicly-owned areas of the shorelines; 

f. Increase recreational opportunities for the public in the shoreline; and 
g. Provide for any other element as defined in RCW 90.58.100 deemed appropriate or 
necessary. 

Discussion 

The East Fork Lewis River is a Shoreline of Statewide Significance.  The project will occur within the right-
of-way of La Center Road and the La Center Bridge. Consequently, the proposal will: 

• Preserve the natural character of the shoreline by returning any direct physical impacts back to 
its current natural character, such as trench restoration. 

• Result in a long term over short term benefit by providing utilities vital to current and future 
development. 

• Protect the resources and ecological function of the shoreline by not impacting existing 
vegetation (except where trenching takes place adjacent to the bridge abutment), grades or 
having any other permanent physical impact on the shoreline. 

SMP II.C. Archaeological, Historic, and Cultural Resources 

1. Goal. The goal for archaeological, historic, and cultural resources is to preserve and prevent the 
destruction of or damage to any site having historic, cultural, scientific, or educational value. 
Such sites include those identified by affected Indian tribes, the Department of Archaeology and 
Historic Preservation, Clark County Historic Preservation Commission, and other appropriate 
authorities. 

Discussion 

South of the bride the conduit will be trenched along the east side of La Center Road immediately east 
of the guardrail and along the bridge abutment.  North of the bridge the conduit will be trenched 
alongside the abutments for the bridge and through an existing parking lot located northeast of the 
bridge.  These areas contain fill from the construction of La Center Road and the La Center Bridge and 
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ground disturbance from prior construction activities.  No native soils will be impacted with the 
trenching for the installation of the conduit.  Therefore, there will be no archaeological, historic or 
cultural impacts associated with the installation of the sanitary sewer line and conduit in the right-of-
way or under the bridge. 

SMP II.D. Conservation 

1. Goal. The goal of conservation is to protect shoreline resources, vegetation, important shoreline 
features, shoreline ecological functions and the processes that sustain them to the maximum 
extent practicable. 

Discussion 

The trenches required for underground installation of the conduit are a temporary impact. The existing 
vegetation consists only of non-native grasses.  The trench grades will be fully restored to their pre-
construction condition and seeded with native grass seed (except where trenched through the existing 
gravel pedestrian path), thereby increasing the habitat value of the area. Therefore, the proposed 
project will not have any impact to the existing shoreline resources, vegetation, important shoreline 
features, shoreline ecological functions and the processes that sustain them.   

SMP II.E. Economic Development 

1. Goal. The goal for economic development is to create and maintain an economic environment 
that is balanced with the natural and human environment. 

Discussion 

Installation of the sanitary sewer line and fiber optic conduit will encourage and support current and 
future commercial, industrial and residential development within the La Center corporate limits and 
urban growth boundary.  

SMP II.F Flood Prevention and Flood Damage Minimization 

1. Goal. The goal of flood prevention and flood damage minimization is to prevent public and 
private losses from occurring, and where this proves to be impossible, to minimize them to the 
extent possible, and; to maintain and restore natural flow regimes. 

Discussion 

Installation of the sanitary sewer line and fiber optic conduit will not affect any existing or future flood 
prevention or flood hazard reduction measures. 

SMP II.G. Public Access and Recreation 

1. Goal. The goal of public access and recreation is to increase the ability of the general public to 
enjoy the water's edge, travel on the waters of the state, and to view the water and the shoreline from 
adjacent locations. 

Discussion 

Installation of the sanitary sewer line and fiber optic conduit will not affect any existing or future public 
access or recreation features. 

SMP II.H. Restoration 

1. Goal. The goal of restoration is to re-establish, rehabilitate and/or otherwise improve impaired 
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shoreline ecological functions and/or processes through voluntary and incentive-based public and 
private programs and actions that are consistent with the SMP, the Clark Coalition Restoration Plan 
and other approved restoration plans. 

Discussion 

The project will require trenching within the shoreline and Riparian Habitat Conservation areas. The 
trenches required for underground installation of the conduit will be a temporary impact. The 
construction trenches will be fully restored to their pre-construction condition and seeded with native 
grass seed (except where trenched through the existing gravel pedestrian path), thereby increasing the 
habitat value of the area. 

SMP II.I. Shoreline Modification and Stabilization 

1. Goal. The goal for shoreline modification and stabilization is to avoid or minimize it to the 
maximum extent feasible. When shoreline modification is unavoidable, the methods used should be 
those that are least destructive to the shoreline environment, including associated waters. 

Discussion 

The trenches required for underground installation of the conduit will be a temporary shoreline 
modification.  Trenching will be minimized to the greatest extent possible with the trench being only as 
wide and deep as necessary.  The trenches will be fully restored to their pre-construction condition and 
seeded with native grass seed (except where trenched through the existing gravel pedestrian path), 
thereby increasing the habitat value of the area.   

SMP II.J. Shoreline Use and Development 

1. Goal. The goal for shoreline use and development is to balance the preservation and 
development of shorelines in a manner that allows for mutually compatible uses. Resulting land use 
patterns will be compatible with shoreline designations and sensitive to, and compatible with, 
ecological systems and other shoreline resources. To help with this balance, shoreline and water areas 
with unique attributes for specific long term uses such as commercial, residential, industrial, water, 
wildlife, fisheries, recreational and open space shall be identified and/or reserved. 

Discussion 

Installation of the sanitary sewer line and fiber optic conduit will not affect any existing or future 
shoreline use or development.  Use of the shoreline area for installation of the sanitary sewer line and 
conduit for future fiber optic use is required as the sanitary sewer line installation will connect the ends 
of previously installed sewer lines within La Center Road which were stubbed on the north and south 
ends of the La Center Bridge. The conduit and sewer line will share the right-of-way minimizing impacts 
to shorelands. 

SMP II.K. Transportation, Utilities, and Essential Public Facilities 

1. Goal. The goal for transportation, utilities, and essential public facilities is to provide for these 
facilities in shoreline areas without adverse effects on existing shoreline use and development or 
shoreline ecological functions and/or processes. 

2. Policies 

a. Transportation, utilities, and essential public facilities should be located outside the 
shoreline jurisdiction to the maximum extent possible to reduce interference with natural 
shoreline functions and appropriate shoreline uses. 
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e. When new utility and transportation facilities are developed in the shoreline jurisdiction, 
there should be a combined effort by public and private interests to protect, enhance, and 
encourage development of physical and visual shoreline public access. 

i. Utilities and transportation facilities should be installed and facilities designed and 
located in a coordinated manner that protects the shorelands and water from contamination 
and degradation. 

h. The siting of essential public facilities in the shoreline jurisdiction should be 
discouraged unless no practical alternatives exist. 

Discussion 

Installation of the sanitary sewer line and fiber optic conduit will provide utilities for current and future 
industrial, commercial and residential development without adverse effects on existing shoreline use and 
development or shoreline ecological functions and/or processes.  Installation of the trenches will occur 
along the east side of La Center Road south of the La Center Bridge and directly adjacent to the bridge 
abutment on the north side of the bridge within the right-of-way of La Center Road (which contains other 
existing utilities).  The sanitary sewer line is an essential public utility. Because the city limits are on both 
side of the River there is no other practical alternative for providing sanitary sewer service consistent 
with the city’s comprehensive plan. Therefore, the proposal minimizes impacts and maximizes efficiency 
of transportation and utility services. 

SMP II.L. Views and Aesthetics 

1. Goal. The goal for views and aesthetics is to assure that the public will be able to continue 
enjoying the physical and aesthetic qualities of the shorelines, and that this ability will be increased 
whenever possible. 

Discussion 

By placing the conduit underground and on top of the exterior bottom wing (“I” beam flange) of the 
exterior longitudinal girder on the bridge, and by attaching the sanitary sewer line to the underside of the 
bridge, protects the physical and aesthetic qualities of the shoreline area and does not obstruct any 
views. 

SMP II.M. Water Quality and Quantity 

1. Goal. The goal for water quality and quantity is to protect and enhance the quality and quantity of 
the region’s water resources to ensure there is safe, clean water for the public’s needs and 
enjoyment, and; to maintain and restore natural flow regimes. 

Discussion 

Erosion control measures, as required by local, state and federal regulations, will be installed prior to, 
during and following ground disturbing activities.  Once these measures are employed, water quality and 
quantity will be protected from construction activities.  Trench restoration and the use of native seed mix 
will protect the disturbed area from future erosion.  The project will not generate any surface run-off and 
will not impair water quality.  

Discussion 
Therefore, for the reasons provided above the proposal is consistent with the goals and polices of the 
city’s SMP. 
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4. General Shoreline Use and Development Regulations  
A. General Shoreline Use and Development Regulations 

1. Shoreline uses and developments that are water-dependent shall be given priority. 

2. WAC 173-26-201 (Process to Prepare or Amend “Shoreline Master Programs”) requires that 
the SEPA “Mitigation” Sequence be incorporated into “shoreline master programs” as 
follows: 

a. “To assure no net loss of shoreline ecological functions….,  
3. Shoreline uses and developments shall not cause impacts that require remedial action or loss of 

shoreline functions on other properties. 

4. Shoreline uses and developments shall be located and designed in a manner such that shoreline 
stabilization is not necessary at the time of development and would not be reasonably anticipated 
as being necessary in the future, unless it can be demonstrated that stabilization is the only 
alternative to protecting public safety and existing primary structures. 

5. Land shall not be cleared, graded, filled, excavated or otherwise altered prior to issuance of the 
necessary permits and approvals for a proposed shoreline use or development to determine if 
environmental impacts have been avoided, minimized and mitigated to result in no net loss of 
ecological functions. 

6. Non-water-oriented uses shall not adversely impact or displace water-oriented shoreline uses. 

7. Single-family residential uses ….. 

8. All uses and developments on or alongside navigable waters should be located and designed to 
minimize interference with surface navigation; consider impacts to public views and allow for the 
safe, unobstructed passage of fish and wildlife, particularly species dependent on migration. 

9. Hazardous materials shall be disposed of in a manner which is in accordance with all applicable 
federal, state, and local statutes, codes and ordinances, and the Shoreline Master Program 
itself. The handling and disposal of hazardous material will be accomplished in a way that 
protects the ecological integrity of the shoreline area. 

10. In-water work …. 

11. Previous approvals of master plans ….. 
12. Within urban growth areas, WDOE may grant relief from use and development regulations of this 

program when…. 

Discussion 

Locating the project improvements within existing right-of way and under the bridge will prevent 
disturbance of shoreline areas in a more natural state and assure no net loss of ecological functions. The 
primary impact to shoreline functions is trenching for installation of the fiber optic conduit. Those 
disturbances are temporary construction impacts. Trenching south of the La Center Bridge will be 
located immediately east of the existing guardrail along the east side of La Center Road. This will 
minimize the impact to the overall shoreline area adjacent to La Center Road.  Minimal trenching will 
then be required along the fill slope at the base of the bridge north of the bridge then through an 
existing gravel road to an existing junction box. All trenches will be fully restored to its preconstruction 
condition and the disturbed area seeded with native grass seed (except where trenched through the 
existing gravel pedestrian path). This will result in no net loss of ecological functions.  Because native 
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grass seed will be used, the result will be a net increase in habitat and ecological functions as existing 
vegetation consists of a mix of native and non-native grasses.  

No in water work is proposed. Installing the pipeline in the pre-made bridge casing will have no effect 
on navigable water because the pipeline will be above the lowest level of the bridge deck.  

B. Archeological, Cultural and Historic Resources 
Discussion 

There are no archaeological, historic or cultural impacts associated with the installation of the sanitary 
sewer line and conduit to the La Center Bridge.  South of the bride the conduit will be trenched along 
the east side of La Center Road immediately east of the guardrail.  North of the bridge the conduit will 
be trenched alongside the abutments for the bridge and through an existing parking lot located 
northeast of the bridge.  These areas contain fill from the construction of La Center Road and the La 
Center Bridge and ground disturbance from prior construction activities. Trenching will not impacts 
native soils.  Therefore, there will be no impact to archaeological, historic or cultural impacts associated 
with the trenching for the conduit.  

C. Critical Areas Protection 

1. General Provisions. 

a. Critical areas defined in Appendix C (LCMC 18.300) which are located within the shoreline 
jurisdiction are protected under this section. 

b. Any allowed use, development, or activity proposed on a parcel with a critical area located in the 
shoreline jurisdiction shall be regulated under the provisions of this program. 

c. Any allowed use, development, or activity meeting the definition of a development exempt from 
the shoreline substantial development permit process outlined in WAC 173-27-040 and Section II.C of 
this program shall be consistent with the policies and provisions of this program for critical areas 
protection. 

d. Provisions of the critical areas regulations that are not consistent with the Act and supporting WAC 
chapters shall not apply in shoreline jurisdiction. 

e. Habitat that cannot be replaced or restored within twenty (20) years shall be preserved. 
f. Where construction of a single-family residence is proposed…. 

g. Unless otherwise stated, no development shall be constructed, located, extended, modified, 
converted, or altered, or land divided without full compliance with this program and LCMC Title 18. 

h. Reasonable use exceptions under LCMC 18.300.080 determination shall not apply in the 
shoreline jurisdiction. 

i. Unless otherwise stated, critical area buffers within the shoreline jurisdiction shall be protected 
and/or enhanced in accordance with this program and LCMC Title 18. 

j. Shoreline uses and developments and their associated structures and equipment shall be 
located, designed and operated using best management practices to protect critical areas. 

k. The applicant shall demonstrate all reasonable efforts have been taken to avoid, and where 
unavoidable, minimize and mitigate impacts such that no net loss of critical area  and shoreline 
ecological function is achieved. Mitigation shall occur in the following order of priority: 

i. Avoiding the impact altogether by not taking a certain action or parts of an action. 
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ii. Minimizing impacts by limiting the degree or magnitude of the action and its implementation 
by using appropriate technology or by taking affirmative steps to avoid or reduce impacts. 

iii. Rectifying the impact by repairing, rehabilitating, or restoring the affected environment; 

iv. Reducing  or  eliminating  the  impact  over  time  by  preservation  and  maintenance operations; 

v. Compensating for the impact by replacing, enhancing, or providing substitute resources or 
environments; and 

vi. Monitoring the impact and the compensation projects and taking appropriate corrective 
measures. 

l. In addition to compensatory mitigation, unavoidable adverse impacts may be addressed 
through restoration efforts. 

Discussion 

All development activity will occur within an existing right-of-way or under the bridge. The project 
activity will trench within disturbed right-of-way or bridge abutments and span the river itself. 
Consequently, the project minimizes potential effects on critical areas to the maximum extent 
practicable. 

2. Applicable Critical Areas. For purposes of this program, the following critical areas will be 
protected under this program: 

a. Critical Aquifer Recharge Areas, defined in LCMC 18.300.090(1) as adopted by Ordinance 2007-
02, dated March 28, 2007; 

b. Fish and Wildlife Habitat Conservation Areas, defined in LCMC 18.300.090(2) as adopted by 
Ordinance 2007-02, dated March 28, 2007; 

c. Frequently Flooded Areas, defined in LCMC 18.300.090(3) as adopted by Ordinance 2007- 02, 
dated March 28, 2007; 

d. Geologically Hazardous Areas, defined in LCMC 18.300.090(4) as adopted by Ordinance 2007-
02, dated March 28, 2007; 

e. Slopes with Gradients of 25 Percent or Greater, defined in LCMC 18.300.090(5) as adopted by 
Ordinance 2007-02, dated March 28, 2007; 

f. Wetlands, defined LCMC 18.300.090(6) as adopted by Ordinance 2007-02, dated March 28, 2007; 

Discussion 
Critical areas within the project site are Fish and Wildlife Habitat areas and Frequently Flooded areas. 
3. Fish and Wildlife Habitat Conservation Areas 

a. General Provisions 

i. Designated habitat areas are those defined in LCMC 18.300.090(2) and those described below: 

(a) Waterbodies defined as waters of the state (RCW 90.40.020), including waters, bed, and bank; 

(b) WDNR Classification System Type S, F, Np, and Ns waterbodies as defined and mapped based 
on WAC 222-16-030 (Forest Practices Rules); 

(c) Riparian Priority Habitat Areas – areas extending landward on each side of  the stream or 
waterbody from the ordinary high water mark to the edge of the one hundred (100) year 
floodplain, or the following distances, if greater: 
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i. WDNR Type S waters, two hundred, fifty (250) feet; 

ii. WDNR Type F waters, two hundred (200) feet; 

iii. WDNR Type Np waters, one hundred (100) feet; and 

iv. WDNR Type Ns waters, seventy-five (75) feet. 

(d) Other Priority Habitats and Species (PHS) Areas - areas identified by and consistent with WDFW 
priority habitats and species criteria, including areas within one thousand (1,000) feet of individual 
species point sites.  The city shall defer to WDFW in regards to classification, mapping and 
interpretation of priority habitat species. 

i. The above habitat areas are mapped in the adopted “Fish and Wildlife Habitat Conservation 
Areas Map.” Maps are on file with the City Planner. 

ii. In the event of inconsistencies, official habitat area definitions shall prevail over the maps in 
determining applicability of this section. The city shall follow the recommendations of WDFW in the 
interpretation of site-specific conditions as they relate to the definition of priority habitat and species. 

iii. The portion of the riparian priority habitat area nearest to the OHWM shall be set aside for 
vegetation conservation and protection of the waterbody within the shoreline jurisdiction. 

iv. Where development proposals require a Species and Habitat Assessment Report under LCMC 
18.300.090(B)(4), the review will be part of the approvals required under this program. 

Discussion 

The East fork of the Lewis River is a Type S water and the critical area jurisdiction extends 250 feet 
landward from the edge of the 100-year floodplain. The habitat associated with this area is riparian. The 
habitat value of the existing and developed right-of-way is minimal. The trenching area associated with 
the fiber optic cable is within the previously disturbed bridge abutment area.  

b. Regulated Activities 

i. All construction, development, earth movement, clearing, or other site disturbance proposals 
within a habitat area which require a permit, approval, or other authorization from the city shall be 
reviewed pursuant to LCMC 18.300.090(2) and shall comply with the requirements of this section. 

ii. Proposed new single-family residential development….  

iii. Agricultural activities within designated riparian habitat areas are subject to the provisions of this 
section and LCMC 18.300.090(2). 

v. Class IV G forest practices (conversions). 

Discussion 
There are no agricultural activities or forest practices within the project site. No single family 
development is proposed within the project site. All development associated with this project is being 
reviewed pursuant to and shall comply with LCMC 18.300.090(2). 
c. Standards 

i. Any alterations within designated habitat areas in the shoreline jurisdiction require a review 
and approval prior to clearing or development and prior to issuance of any city permit or statement 
of exemption. 

ii. Alterations within the designated habitat areas shall: 
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a. Avoid  impacts  to  the  habitat  conservation  areas  during  project  planning  and development to 
the extent possible; 
b. Substantially maintain the level of habitat functions and values as characterized and documented 
using best available science; 
c. Minimize habitat disruption or alteration beyond the extent required to undertake the proposal; 
and 
d. Compensate for impacts to the habitat conservation areas to meet the standard of no net loss of 
shoreline ecological functions. Mitigation measures and proposals must demonstrate use of best 
available science. 
e. In the event that impacts to habitat areas cannot be avoided, development and approval of a 
mitigation plan in accordance with the provisions of LCMC 18.300.090(2)(i) is required. 

Discussion 

The proposal to trench a previously disturbed area within the riparian area for a small fiber optic area is 
subject to review. The habitat value of the area is low because it abuts the bridge abutment or is located 
within an existing gravel path. After construction the trench area will be replanted with a mixture of 
native grasses ensuring no net loss of shoreline ecological function..  

3. Frequently Flooded Areas 

Discussion 

All construction activity will occur above the regulated flood management area. 

4. Geologically Hazardous Areas 

Discussion 

There are no geological hazards within the project area that may be adversely effected by temporary 
construction or permanent uses associated with this project. 

5. Wetlands 

Discussion 

There are no wetlands within the project area that may be adversely effected by temporary construction 
or permanent uses associated with this project. 

D. Flood Prevention and Flood Damage Minimization 

1. Development in floodplains shall not significantly or cumulatively increase flood hazard or be 
inconsistent with an adopted comprehensive flood hazard management plan. 

2. New development or new uses in the shoreline jurisdiction, including subdivision of land, should not 
be established when it would be reasonably foreseeable that the development or use would require 
structural flood hazard reduction measures within the channel migration zone or floodway. The 
actual location of the channel migration zone on site must be delineated by a qualified professional. 

3. New structural flood hazard reduction measures …. 

4. In-stream structures ….  

5. Fills are prohibited in floodplains …. 

6. Fill shall be avoided . . . . .  

7. Dikes and levees …. 
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8. Removal of gravel for flood management purposes …. 

9. Removal of beaver dams …. 

10. Non-structural flood hazard reduction measures are preferred …. 
11. Flood protection measures that result in channelization …. 

Discussion 

Installation of the sanitary sewer line and fiber optic conduit will be located outside of or above the flood 
hazard area and, therefore, will not affect any existing or future flood prevention or flood hazard 
reduction measures. 

E. Public Access 

1. Provisions for adequate public access shall be incorporated into all shoreline development 
proposals that involve public funding unless the proponent demonstrates public access is not 
feasible due to one or more of the reasons stated in Section V.E.3 below. 

3.c. There must be a logical nexus between the negative impact of the development and the need for 
dedication of property. Dedication of property as a condition of approval must also be roughly 
proportional to the impact of a proposed development. See also Nollan v. California Coastal 
Commission, 483 US 825 (1987) and Dolan v. City of Tigard, 512 US 374 (1994); 

Discussion 

The below ground installation of a fiber optic cable and sewer line and the installation of the same 
under an existing bridge do not create a logical nexus between the negative impact of the development 
and the need for dedication of property or provision of public access.  In addition, the right-of-way 
includes a gravel path accessible to the public on both ends of the bridge and a sidewalk across the 
bridge. Therefore, this section is not applicable. 

F. Restoration  

1. Restoration of ecological functions and processes shall be encouraged and allowed on all 
shorelines and shall be located, designed and implemented in accordance with applicable policies 
and regulations of this program and consistent with other City programs. See also Section VI.D.5. 

2. Impacts to shoreline functions shall be fully mitigated…. 

3. Elements of the Clark Coalition Shoreline Restoration Plan … .  

4. Restoration efforts shall be developed by a qualified professional, shall be based on federal, 
state, and local guidance and shall consider the following: 

a. Riparian soil conditions; 

b. In-stream fish habitats; and 

c. Healthy aquatic and terrestrial food webs. 

Discussion 

The project will require trenching within the shoreline and low value riparian habitat conservation areas. 
The trenches required for underground installation of the conduit are a temporary impact. The 
trenched areas will be fully restored to their pre-construction condition and seeded with native grass 
seed (except where trenched through the existing gravel pedestrian path), thereby increasing the 
habitat value of the area. 
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G. Site Planning and Development 

1. General 

a. Vehicle and pedestrian circulation systems shall be designed to minimize clearing, grading, 
alteration of topography and natural features, and designed to accommodate wildlife movement. 

b. Parking, storage, and non-water dependent accessory structures and areas shall be located 
landward from the OHWM and landward of the water-oriented portions of the principle use. 

c. Trails and uses near the shoreline shall be landscaped or screened to provide visual and noise 
buffering between adjacent dissimilar uses or scenic areas, without blocking visual access to the 
water. 

d. Elevated  walkways  shall  be  utilized,  as  appropriate,  to  cross  sensitive  areas  such  as 
wetlands. 

e. Fencing, walls, hedges, and similar features shall be designed in a manner that does not 
significantly interfere with wildlife movement. 

f. Exterior lighting …. 

Discussion 

The project will not generate any additional lighting, fences, hedges, parking or storage. The project will 
use the existing gravel pedestrian paths and bridge. The project will not change existing vehicle circulation. 

2. Clearing, Grading, Fill and Excavation 

a. Land disturbing activities such as clearing, grading, fill and excavation shall be conducted in such 
a way as to minimize impacts to soils and native vegetation, and shall at a minimum meet the 
requirements of the International Building Code (IBC) as adopted under LCMC 15.05.030. 

b. Clearing, grading, fill and excavation shall be scheduled to minimize adverse impacts, including but 
not limited to, damage to water quality and aquatic life. 
c. Clearing, grading fill and excavation shall not result in substantial changes to surface water 
drainage patterns off the project site and onto adjacent properties. 

d. Developments shall include provisions to control erosion during construction and to ensure 
preservation of native vegetation for bank stability. 

e. Clearing, filling, or excavation shall not be conducted where shoreline stabilization will be 
necessary to protect materials placed or removed. Disturbed areas shall be stabilized immediately and 
revegetated with native vegetation. 

f. Fills shall be permitted only in conjunction with a permitted use, and shall be of the minimum size 
necessary to support that use.  Speculative fills are prohibited. 

g. Any placement of materials from off-site (other than permitted deposition of clean dredge 
spoils) shall be considered fill and shall comply with the fill provisions in the International Building 
Code (IBC) as adopted under LCMC 15.05.030. Fill shall consist of only clean materials. 

h. Soil, gravel or other substrate transported to the site for fill shall be screened and documented 
that it is uncontaminated. Use of any contaminated materials as fill is prohibited. 

i. Fills shall be located, designed, and constructed to protect shoreline ecological functions and 
ecosystem-wide processes, including channel migration. 
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j. Fills waterward of the ordinary high-water mark shall be allowed only when necessary to 
support: 

i. water-dependent use, “or public access, 

ii. cleanup and disposal of contaminated sediments as part of an interagency environmental clean-
up plan, 

iii. disposal of dredged material considered suitable under, and conducted in accordance with the 
dredged material management program of WDNR, 

iv. expansion or alteration of transportation facilities of statewide significance currently located on 
the shoreline and then only upon a demonstration that alternatives to fill are not feasible, 

v. mitigation, environmental restoration, beach nourishment or enhancement projects. 

k. Fills waterward of the ordinary high-water mark for any use except ecological restoration 
should require a conditional use permit. 

l. Excavation below the OHWM is considered dredging and subject to provisions under that 
section in Section VI.D. 

m. For the purposes of this program, preparatory work associated with the conversion of land to non-
forestry uses …. 

Discussion 

Disturbances to the land are limited to trenching for the fiber optic cable within the exiting disturbed 
right-of-way and will not alter the area drainage system. Shoreline stabilization is not required. The 
project shall adhere to adopted city standards for erosion control management. Fill materials will not 
be placed outside of the existing disturbed right-of-way including the gravel walkway and area 
alongside the bridge abutments. Excavation will not occur below or waterward of the OHWM. 
Consequently, no fill activity will be detrimental to the shoreline ecological functions and ecosystem-
wide processes  

3. Building Design 

a. Structures shall be designed to conform to natural contours. 

b. Non-single family structures shall incorporate architectural features that provide compatibility 
with adjacent properties, enhance views of the landscape from the water, and reduce scale to the 
extent possible. 

c. Building surfaces on or adjacent to the water shall employ materials that minimize reflected light. 
d. Interior and exterior structure lighting … .  
 Discussion 
No new structures are proposed other than a cable box. The sewer line and fiber optic cable will be 
below ground or will adhere to the existing bridge.  

H. Vegetation Conservation 

1. Existing native vegetation within the shoreline jurisdiction shall be retained and removal of such 
vegetation avoided. Where removal of native vegetation cannot be avoided, it shall be minimized 
to protect ecological functions. 

2. Lost functions may be replaced by enhancing other functions if no net loss in overall functions is 
demonstrated and habitat connectivity is maintained. Mitigation shall be provided consistent with 
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an approved mitigation plan. 

3. Clearing of invasive or non-native shoreline vegetation or plants … .  

4. If non-native vegetation is to be removed, then it shall be replaced with native vegetation within 
the shoreline jurisdiction. 

5. Thinning of trees is limited as follows: 

6. Topping trees is prohibited. 

7. Natural features such as snags, stumps, logs or uprooted trees, which do not intrude on the 
navigational channel or threaten public safety, and existing structures and facilities, shall be left 
undisturbed. 

8. Natural in-stream features … .  

9. Aquatic weed control …. 

10. Unless otherwise stated, the vegetation conservation regulations of this program do not apply to 
commercial forest practices …. 

11. The conversion of forest lands to non-forestry uses ….  

Discussion 

The existing vegetation is limited to grasses alongside the bridge abutment. No trees will be removed of 
trimmed and no in-water work is proposed. The trenches required for underground installation of the 
conduit will be a temporary impact.  They will be fully restored to their pre-construction condition and 
seeded with native grass seed (except where trenched through the existing gravel pedestrian path), 
thereby increasing the habitat value of the area. 

I. Views and Aesthetics 

1. Visual access shall be maintained, enhanced, and preserved on shoreline street-ends, public 
utility rights-of-way above and below the ordinary high water mark and view corridors whenever 
appropriate. 

2. Development on or over the water shall be constructed to avoid interference with views from 
surrounding properties to the adjoining shoreline and adjoining waters to the extent practical. 

3. Any new or expanded building or structure over thirty-five (35) feet in height … .  

Discussion 

Placing the conduit underground and on the side of the bridge, and by attaching the sanitary sewer line 
to the underside of the bridge protects the physical and aesthetic qualities of the shoreline area and does 
not obstruct any views. 

J. Water Quality and Quantity 

1. The location, design, construction, and management of all shoreline uses and activities shall 
protect the quality and quantity of surface and ground water adjacent to the site. 

2. All shoreline development shall comply with the applicable requirements of LCMC 18.320 
(Stormwater and Erosion Control). 

3. Best management practices (BMPs) for control of erosion and sedimentation shall be 
implemented for all shoreline development. 
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4. Potentially harmful materials, including but not limited to oil, chemicals, tires, or hazardous 
materials, shall not be allowed to enter any body of water or wetland, or to be discharged onto the 
land except in accordance with LCMC 18.320. Potentially harmful materials shall be maintained in a 
safe and leak-proof condition. 

5. Herbicides, fungicides, fertilizers, and pesticides …. 

6. Any structure or feature in the Aquatic shoreline designation shall be constructed and/or 
maintained with materials that will not adversely affect water quality or aquatic plants or animals. 
Materials used for decking or other structural components shall be approved by applicable state 
agencies for contact with water to avoid discharge of pollutants. 

7. Conveyance of any substance not composed entirely of surface and stormwater directly to water 
resources shall be in accordance with LCMC 18.320. 
8. Septic systems ….  

Discussion 

No septic systems or application of herbicides, fungicides, fertilizers, and pesticides are proposed. 
Erosion control measures, as required by local, state and federal regulations, will be installed prior to, 
during and following ground disturbing activities. For the portion of the bridge over the River, the 
hangers and sewer pipe will be installed using a movable frame supported on the lower “I” beam 
flanges of the horizontal girder.  The frame will include a cover to catch any debris, dust or pollutants 
that might fall during installation of the hangers and sewer pipe.  
 
The pipe material used for the sewer force main hanging on the bridge will is Class 51 Ductile Iron TR 
FLEX Pipe and Fittings. This pipe is a 0.25-inch thick ductile iron pipe that will be connected with flexible 
restrained push-on joints. TR FLEX Pipe and Fitting joints retain their flexibility even after installation. 
The joint remains secure even when the earth settles or the pipeline moves. 
 
Once installed and connected, the pipe has a working pressure rating of 350 psi. The city engineering 
standards require that low pressure air testing in accordance with WSDOT standard specifications for 
pipe testing. This is an air test to sustain pressure in pipe a specified duration. When the pipe is accepted 
by the city and the force main is in use, the working pressure in the pipe will be between 10 psi to 60 psi. 
Because the pressure rating of the pipe is 350 psi, the actual pressure in the pipe will be significantly less 
than the pressure rating of the pipe. Consequently, these materials and protocols will help ensure that 
inadvertent pipe leakage will not release pollutants into the river.  

Construction activity shall comply with city BMPs for erosion control. 

5.0 Specific Shoreline Use Regulations 
5.1. SMP V. Use Specific Development Regulations 
12. Utilities Uses. These provisions apply to services and facilities that produce, convey, store, or 
process power, gas, wastewater, communications, and similar services and functions. On-site utility 
features serving a primary use, such as a water, sewer or gas line to a residence or other approved 
use are accessory utilities and shall be considered a part of the primary use. 

a. Utility facilities shall be located outside shoreline jurisdiction whenever feasible. Where 
distribution and transmission lines (except electrical transmission lines) must be located in the 
shoreline jurisdiction they shall be located underground. Where overhead electrical transmission 
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lines …. 

b. Utilities shall be designed, located and installed in such a way as to minimize impacts to scenic 
views, and minimize conflicts with present and planned land and shoreline uses. 

c. Transmission, distribution, and conveyance facilities shall be located in existing rights-of-way and 
corridors, or shall cross shoreline jurisdictional areas by the shortest, most direct route feasible, 
unless such route would cause significant environmental damage. 

d. Utility production and processing facilities, such as power plants and wastewater treatment 
facilities… .  

Discussion 
The sanitary sewer line and fiber optic cable are wastewater and communication utility lines. The 
conduit will be for future fiber optic use. The proposed development activity includes: 
• Installation of an 8-inch sanitary sewer force main to the underside of the La Center Bridge and its 
connection at either end to a previously installed 8-inch sanitary sewer force main. 
• Underground installation of a 2-inch PVC conduit from an existing junction box approximately 375’ 
south of the south side of the La Center Bridge, its aboveground connection/mounting to the east side 
of the bridge, and underground installation on the north side of the bridge to an existing junction box.   
 
The sewer line and fiber optic cable will be located underground to the maximum extent practicable. 
When both utilities cross the River they will be suspended under the bridge above the River and will not 
be underground. The alternative is to bore under the River. However, the city has determined that the 
course of action which will have the least possible effect on the shoreline natural resources is the 
proposed method of construction. It will minimize visual impacts by being underground and below the 
bridge deck. It makes use of existing developed rights-of-way and is the most direct route feasible.  
 
Because the SMP requires transmission lines to be underground, in rights-of-ways, cross shoreline 
jurisdiction in the shortest path possible, and do the least amount of environmental damage, it stands to 
reason that hanging utilities from bridges to cross shoreline jurisdiction meets the intent of these 
criteria. 

6.0 Conditional Use 
6.1. SMP II.G. Shoreline Conditional Use Permit 
1. The purpose of the conditional use permit is to provide greater flexibility in varying the application of 
the use regulations of this program in a manner that will be consistent with the policies of the Act and 
this program. 
2. When a conditional use is requested, the Shoreline Administrator shall be the approval authority for 
the City. However, shoreline conditional uses must have approval from WDOE, which shall have final 
approval authority under WAC 173-27-200. 

Discussion 
The La Center Shoreline Administrator has reviewed the project proposal and is responsible for issuing 
this decision. After review and issuance of a decision the Administrator shall forward the decision to the 
WDOE for review and final approval. 
 
3. Conditional use permits shall be authorized only when they are consistent with the following criteria: 
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a. The proposed use is consistent with the policies of RCW 90.58.020, WAC 173-27-160 and all 
provisions of this program; 
b. The use will not interfere with normal public use of public shorelines; 
c. That the proposed use of the site and design of the project is compatible with other authorized uses 
within the area and with uses planned for the area under the Comprehensive Plan and this program; 
d. That the proposed use will cause no significant adverse effects to the shoreline environment in which 
it is to be located; and 
e. The public interest will suffer no substantial detrimental effect; 
f. Consideration has been given to cumulative impact of additional requests for like actions in the area. 

Discussion 
Wastewater and communication utility likes are not identified as prohibited uses in the La Center SMP 
or in RCW 90.58.020, WAC 173-27-160. The permanent project elements will either be buried 
underground or suspended under the bridge and will not interfere with public access to or visual access 
of the shorelands. Pedestrian access along the gravel paths and along the bridge sidewalks will not be 
permanently impaired. The construction of the sewer line across the East Fork of the Lewis River is 
consistent with the city’s adopted Comprehensive Plan and public interest because it will allow the city 
to provide sanitary sewer service to lands within the city limits south of the River.   
 
Within the riparian area the proposal will only temporarily impact the gravel paths and areas along the 
bridge abutment where the fiber optic trench will be located. Disturbed areas, other than the gravel 
paths, will be resurfaced and planted in native grasses. During construction the city will employ BPMs to 
control erosion and to catch dust, debris and other pollutants. Therefore, there will be not permanent 
adverse effects upon shorelands. There are no other proposed utility crossings envisioned in the city’s 
Comprehensive Plan, therefore, the city does not anticipate any similar impacts to the shorelands in its 
jurisdiction. 
 
For these reasons, the city finds the applicant has met its burden of proof and the installation of the two 
utility lines is consistent with the goals and policies of the La Center SMP and RCW 90.58.020, WAC 173-
27-160. 
 
4. Other uses not specifically identified in this program are considered unclassified uses and may be 
authorized through a conditional use permit if the applicant can demonstrate that the proposed 
use is consistent with the purpose of the shoreline designation and compatible with existing 
shoreline improvements or that extraordinary circumstances preclude reasonable use of the 
property. 
5. Uses specifically prohibited by this program may not be authorized. 
6. The burden of proving that a proposed shoreline conditional use meets the criteria of this program 
and WAC 173-27-160 shall be on the applicant. Absence of such proof shall be grounds for 
denial of the application. 
7. The City is authorized to impose conditions and standards to enable a proposed shoreline 
conditional use to satisfy the conditional use criteria. 

Discussion 
Utility lines perpendicular to the shore and underground are classified as conditional uses. The SMP 
prohibits above-ground utilities perpendicular to the River except for electrical utilities. The city SMP 
Administrator has issued an administrative interpretation of the SMP and the WDOE, after consultation, 
concurs with the interpretation.  The city finds that the applicant has met the required burden of proof. 
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7.0 Findings 
The city finds that the applicant has met the required burden of proof relating to the Shoreline 
Substantial Development Permit, Critical Areas Permit, Conditional Use Permit and Administrative 
Interpretation. The installation of the two utility lines is consistent with the goals and policies of the La 
center SMP and RCW 90.58.020, and WAC 173-27-160, WAC 173-27-170 and WAC 173-27-210. 

8.0 WDOE Final Authority  
8.1 SMP VII.C. WDOE Review 
1. WDOE shall be notified of any Substantial Development, Conditional Use or Variance Permit decisions 
made by the Shoreline Administrator (or Hearing Examiner when required), whether it is an approval or 
denial. The notification shall occur after all local administrative appeals related to the permit have 
concluded or the opportunity to initiate such appeals has lapsed. When a Substantial Development 
Permit, Conditional Use or Variance Permit is required for a development, the submittal of the permits 
shall be made concurrently. The Shoreline Administrator shall file the following with WDOE and the 
Attorney General: 
a. A copy of the complete application per WAC 173-27-180; 
b. Findings and conclusions that establish the basis for the decision including but not limited to 
identification of shoreline environment designation, applicable program policies and  regulations and the 
consistency of the project with appropriate review criteria for the type of permit(s); 
c. The final decision of the City; 
d. The permit data sheet per WAC 173-27-990; 
e. Affidavit of public notice; and 
f. Where applicable, the Shoreline Administrator shall also file the applicable documents required by the 
State Environmental Policy Act (RCW 43.21C). 
2. When the project has been modified in the course of the local review process, plans or text shall be 
provided to WDOE that clearly indicates the final approved plan. 
3. If WDOE determines that the submittal does not contain all of the documents and information 
required by this section, WDOE shall identify the deficiencies and notify the City and the applicant in 
writing. WDOE will not act on Conditional Use or Variance Permit submittals until the material requested 
in writing is submitted to them. 
4. WDOE shall convey to the City and applicant its final decision approving, approving with conditions, or 
disapproving the permit within thirty (30) days of the date of submittal by the City. The Shoreline 
Administrator will notify those interested persons having requested notification of such decision. 
5. WDOE shall base its determination to approve, approve with conditions or deny a Conditional Use 
Permit or Variance Permit on consistency with the policy and provisions of the SMA, WAC 173-27-160, 
WAC 173-27-170 and WAC 173-27-210, and the criteria listed in this program.  
6. Appeals of WDOE decisions on conditional use and variances requests shall be made to the Shorelines 
Hearing Board as specified in Section VII.E.3. 

Discussion 
The Shoreline Administrator shall notify WDOE and the Washington State Attorney General consistent 
with SMP VII.C.   

8.2. SMP VII. F. Commencement of Development Activity and Permit Validity 
1. No construction pursuant to a Substantial Development Permit, shoreline variance or shoreline 
conditional use authorized by this program shall begin or be authorized and no building, grading or other 
construction permits shall be issued by the City until twenty-one (21) days from the date of filing. 
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2. Construction may be commenced no sooner than thirty (30) days after the date of filing unless 
construction is prohibited until all Superior Court review proceedings are final after judicial hearing as 
provided in RCW 90.58.140. Any applicant who wishes to begin construction pursuant to this section 
prior to termination of all review proceedings does so at the applicant’s own risk. 
3. Construction activities shall be commenced, or where no construction activities are involved, the use 
or activity shall be commenced within two (2) years of the effective date of a Substantial Development 
Permit. The Shoreline Administrator may authorize a single extension for a period not to exceed one (1) 
year based on reasonable factors, if a request for extension has been filed before the expiration date and 
notice of proposed extension is given to parties of record on the Substantial Development Permit and to 
the department. 
4. Authorization to conduct construction activities shall terminate five (5) years after the effective date 
of a substantial development permit. The Shoreline Administrator may authorize a single extension if it 
has been filed before the expiration date and notice of the proposed extension is given to parties of 
record and WDOE. 

Discussion 
The city shall not authorize construction for any element of the proposed project sooner than 30 days 
after the filing date. 

8.3 SMP VI.E. Appeals 
Appeals from decisions or rulings of the Shoreline Administrator shall be made within twenty one (21) 
calendar days of the date of filing of the permit decision. If the last day for filing an appeal falls on a 
weekend day or a holiday, the last day for filing shall be the next working day. (SMP VII.E.1.) 
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